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EFFECT OF VARIABLE VISCOSITY AND
BETWEEN
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ON HIGH-SPEED SLIP FLOW
CONCENTRIC CYLINDERS 1
By T. C. Lm andR. E. STREET
o
SUMMARY
Scliamberguus the fLr8tto 8olve the differtdul equutims oj
81ipjfow, inckding the Burnetl terms, for cOnWn&k &&r
c&Lder8 asitumingwnetant we@ieni8 oj viscosity and thermal
wndwclim%y. 2’7wproblem ti 8olvedfor zuriuble coe.&-&mi2of
vieww”tyand t-hmnaleonduchkity in thix paper by applying a
transjoi-maiionwhich lead-sto an ileration method. Starting
un”thh sohkon jor comtanl we@oientq thti method enubla
one to approximate the 8ohLthLfor variable cae@xkat8 very
chsdy a~ one or iwo 8tep8. Sati8jaetoy re+wh%are 8hown
to johw jro?n ii’chamberg’s8okli0n by wing hh du.w of the
con8tani weji.n”eniamd.tiplied by a mtunt faeior q, leading
to what are a%notd as the effectwe coejimknia oj viawdy and
thermalwndw.diviiy.
INTRODUCTION
The fact that n gas is not a continuum but actually a
collection of molecnl= in rapid but random motion has
begun La have more and more importance in the aero-
dynamics of high-speed flow. This is due to the expectation
that flow through wind tunnels at low pressure or flight at
~xtremely high altitudes will not be amenable to analysis
using classical fluid dynamks. When the mean free path
of the molecules J is negligible compared with the macro-
scopic dimension L, which may be wing chord, tunnel
diameter, and so forth, the classical picture should hold as
the molecules are so tightly packed together the gas behavw
just like a mathematical continuum. The ratio l/L is
defined as the Knudsen number Kn, which is a measure of
the degree of gas rarefaetion. In terms of the better how-n
parameters Reynolds number Re and Mach number M, the
Knudsen number is proportional to M/Re. Hence, although
qot Qnew parameter, it is a convenient one to use when the
degree of rarefaction of the gas is of interest.
Gas dynamics is the continuous-flow regime or Clausius
gas regime for which the Nmier4tokes equations together
with the condition of no slip on the boundaries are valid
nnd the Knudsen number is extremely small. If the gas
becomes more rarefied and the Knudsen number increasea,
Lhe effect of slip along the boundaries beeomes noticeable,
although the Navier-Stokes equations remain valid so long
as the Mach number romrins small. This phenomenon has
been how-n for over 75 years and has been the subject of
cm estensive study by physicists. Tsien (ref. 1) has sum-
marized this work very well. During this same period of
time the solution of Boltzmann’s integral equation by Enskog
and Chapman, along lina laid down by Hilbert, has led to
the distribution function for a nonuniform gas as an expan-
sion in powers of the Knudsen number. This approach
yields the equations of flow in successive orders of approxi-
mation, the tit order being the Navier%okes equntions,
the seecmdorder, the Burnett equations, and so forth. The
third-order approximation has never been carried out and
the expected ccmplaity of the rt-mdtdoes not seem to make
the attempt worth while, especially as the restrictions on the
properties of the gas itself are not strictly valid. Chapman
and Cowling (ref. 2) have presented this theory in their
well-know treatise.
Tsien (ref. 1) presented the Burnett equations of motion
and pointed out that unless the product Mach number times
Knudsen number (M Kn) was signibant any problem in
flow could be theoretically solved using the Navier5tok~
equations. The question of the proper boundary conditions
when the higher order Burnett terms are included was
raised by Tsien but not answered until 2 yenrs later when
Schamberg, one of Tsien’s students, showed in his doctor’s
the&s (ref. 3) that the number of boundary conditions
required for the Burnett equations is the same as for the
Navier-Stokes equations.2 While being the same in num-
ber, the. Schamberg boundary conditions are considerably
more eomplm, being ako expansions in powem of the
Knudsen number. The fit approximations for the slip
velocity and temperature jump remain essentially the same
as those used by the physicists in their trentment of low-
speed slip flows (ref. 4, ch. 8). The second approximation
which is required when used in conjunction with tho Burnett
equntions for high-speed flows is new rind, like the Blm.uett
terms, of considerable complexity.
The Burnett equations and the Schamberg boundary
conditions apply to the domain of high-speed slip flow that
the aerodynmuicist expects to enter first when he leaves the
domain of classical gas dynamics. Their great complexity
discourages+expectation of a theoretical solution of any
practically important problem. Hence, the solution of any
problem, even trivial so far as flows go, is diflicult; but, if
the problem oan be set up experimentally, the attempt
would seem worth while in order to detarmine the validity
of the expansions in powers of Knudsen number and a pos-
sible delineation of the dividing line between gas dynnmics
and Slip flOW.
1SupersedesNAOA TN 2395,“EffeotOfVoriableWwaiW end ThennFII-Otiti& onHfgh-S@ Slip~W BetweanoOllC@lbiO0yIk@or8°by T. O. Lfn end R. E. Streetj19$3.
aThe correctnessofSobamberg’LIbuunduy conditionsisnot mimmdfy =@3+LMtheye rot beonlyonmp rwmdeofar.
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Experimental results have now been obtained for flow
past spher= (ref. 5) and transverse flow past circular cylin-
ders (ref. 6) both of which are almost insurmountable
theoretical problems. Schamberg (ref. 3) solved the plane
Couette flow problem and the problem of the simple rotation
between two coaxird cyli.ndera. In order to linearize his
equations he assumed that the coefficient of viscosity and
the coeiiicient of heat conduction of the gas were absolute
constants. Lin (ref. 7) removed the rdriction of constant
values of these coeiiicients and recalculated the plane Couette
flow for a perfect gas with constant speciiic heats and con-
stant Prandtl number but with the coefficients of viscosi~
and heat conduction varying as a constant power of the
absolute temperature. The present investigation does the
same for the flow betwean coaxial cylindem. IrI contrast
with the plane Couette flow problem the flow between two
cmmkd cylindem rotating relative to each other seems of
more than academic interest, since an experimental check
is quite possible and no doubt will be performed in the nem
future.
The problem is set up in ite general form assuming only
that the Burnett equations and Schamberg boundary condi-
tions are valid and the flow is steady and stable. Thus the
streamlines are circles and only the flow in a single plane
normal to the cylindric asis need be considered. Whether
such a flow can be stable at high rotary speeds is outside the
domain of the method used here. A consideration of the
stability criteria based upon the NavierStokes equations
with slip at the boundary is to be found in reference 8.
While special laws of dependence of the gas properti= are
assumed, the method is theoretically possible for other laws
swwell as for variable speciiic heata and Prandtl number.
This investigation was carried out at the University of
Wash@@n under the sponsomhip and with the financial
assistance of the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautic.
FUNDAMENTALEQUATIONSAND =RESSIONS FOR
STRESSTENSORAND HEAT-FLUXVECTOR
It is convenient to start from the general equations of the
mean motion of a fluid all of whose physical properties vary;
in Cartesian tensor notation these equations are (ref. 2, 7,
or 9):
The continuity equation:
Dp 2nL,_o
n+’ h, (1)
The momentum equation:
Q%PZ?*+==hP~ ~
p Dt
(2)
The energy equation:
w ali=o
‘—El’ij~j+~pD~+ (3)
where p Wd E are, respectively, the density and the internal
energy per unit msss; xi is the Cartwian coordinate in tho
physical space; u~, Ff, and q~ ar?, r=pectively, the com-
ponents of the velocity of the fluid menn motion, the external
force per unit mass, and the heakflux vector in the z~direc-
tion; P,j is the component of the prwa~e tensor; and
(4)
is the comoving time derivative or time derivative following
the Wotion as in hydrodynamics. (See appendix A for
definitions of all symbols.) The summation convention,
summing over reptmted subscripts, is used.
These general equations can be derived directly from Mux-
well’s equation of transfer by making use of the properties
of the summational invariant for molecular encounbra
without determining the form of the molecuhw-velocity-
distribution function. The more convenient Cartesian ten-
sor notation is used rather than the vector-dyadic notation
preferred by Chapman and Cowling (ref. 2, pp. 51 and 52).
In terms of the stress tensor T,j, which is defied by
P,j=p&j+T<j (5)
(p being the hydrostatic pressure and ~,j, the unit tensor),
the momentum equation, equation (2), and the energy
equation, equation (3), take the foIIowing forms, respectively:
(6)
(7)
Upon using the continuity equation, equotion (1), and the
first law of thermodynamic
dQ=dE+pd (;)
twether with the definitions dS=dQ1l’
(8)
and H=E+ @/P),
Q,-S, and H being the heat received;” the entropy, and the
enthalpy per unit mass of the gas, respectively, it is easy to
show that
DE DH Dphi TKp~–~
P ~+p ~$=p D~ (9)
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and energy equation (7) becomw
.
Adding to equation (11) the product of u, and equation
(6) and conside~ that ru is a symmetrical tensor, another
form of the energy equation is obtained:
p~(H+~”fl’)-@’F’-%+%+&(’’@’)=o ’12)
Equations (3), (7), (10), and (11) are the most fwnilim
forms of tbe energy equation. Neglecting terms containing
the external force Ff and setting H equal to CPZ’,equations
(6) and (12) yield the general momentum and energy equa-
tions given by Tsien (ref. 1) and used by Schamberg (ref. 3).
The sign of ~~j,being the same as that used by Tsien and
Schamberg, is opposite to the usual convention.
It is only through the expressions for the stress tensor rtj
and the he&flux vector ql that the above momentum and
energy equations depend on the form of the moleculm-
velocitydistribution function. Let ,Tfj and At denote the
rthrder approsinmtions to the stress tensor rfj and the
heat-flux vector q,, respectively, and write
and
(13)
(14)
where rfj@ ~d qt@)me the nth-order corrections to o~u~d
09i}respectively. Then the iirst-order approximation to the
molecuhw-velocitydistributiou function, that is, the Max-
wellinn distribution, gives (ref. 2, pp. 112, 122, and 123)’
07,,= 7,,’0’=0 (15)
and
@i=@o)=() (16)
which, togethef with equations (6) and (7), yield the Eulerian
equation of motion
and the corresponding energy equation
.
(17)
(18)
The seoond+rder approximation to the molecular-velocity-
distribution function gives (ref. 2, pp. 112, 122, and 123)—
au,
Irij =7fj~=—2p —
axj
(19)
(20)
where p and A are the coefficients of viscosity and thermal
conductivi~, r~pectively, and ~t is the nondivergent sym-ax,
X that is,metrical tensor associated with the tensor —J
2=%5+%)-+$3
In general, any tensor A,j with a bar over it has the following
meaning (ref. 1):
(21)
Substituting equations (19) and (20) into equations (6) and
(7) yields the conventional Navier%okes equations
DIL, (7ap_2&j ~~ =0p Dt——PFi+G . (22)
.
and the corresponding energy equation of viscous flow
From the deiinitiou of the nondivergent symmetrical tensor,
equation (21),
and ——
*i ZZ az6ihi—— .—
ax, azj azj azj
Making use of these relations, it is readily seen that equatons
(22) and (23) check with the momentum and eneqg equations
of viscous flow (ref. 10). In the present notation the dimipa-
tion function is simply
— —. ——_—
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(24)
which is always positive and unaffected in form by the fact
that the coefficient of ViWosity P is a variable.
The third-order correction to the moleculsr-velocity-dis-
tribution function, as given by Burnett (ref. 2 or 11), yields
the secondarder corrections to the stress tensor and the
he.at-fhm vector for both spherical and Max-ivell molecdes.
These corrections are accurate to terms of order (P/p)’. In
Cartesian tensor notation they are (refs. 1, 3, and 7) 8
Mamvell molecules
.
. ‘1=%+%)
%=–3
04=3
‘,=3(%+%)
(25)
$ w m+ .*if3=f+_ — —
~T ax, hi
“$[%W)+22%I+
( —63$ 9J04 $ &+e6 $%) ~ (26)
The K’s &d O’Sare pure conetamts. Their correct vttluw
are given below (refs. 7 and 9):
Mamvell molecukw
‘1=%-%)’
K,=2
K,=3
K,=o
K–3?+5— ~ dT
K,=8
(27)
Rigid elastic spherical molecules
‘l=$(:+$)x’o”
&=2xl.014
~,=3x0.806
K,= O.681
‘dp t).806-o.flgoK6=3 ; ~pX
K8=8x0.928
Rigid elastic spherical molecules
‘1= H:-%)X1035“
i%=+X1.035
0*=–3X1.030(29) .
0,=3 X’O.806
(
T ‘p 0.80605=3 ~XO.918+; ~TX )–
J 0.150
Yl is noted that the values of 0, and 0, for Mamwellianmole- I With the expressions for
cules given above are diilerent from those given by Chapman
(ref. 2, pp. 267 to 270). These corrections together with the
values of o for r~ld elastic spherical molecules are due to
Wang Chang and Uhlenbeck (ref. 9). For ordinary gases
(T/IL)(dp/dT) b a value lying between 1/2 and 1. It
follows from the co~ted ~ression for 0, given above
that all the coefficients Ki and Otare less than 117/4instead
of 45/4 as given by Chapman and Cowling (ref. 2, p. 270).
$Tbehst termWtMntbebracketatn equatfon(25)cUJIersfromUMone@en in tbe refer-
encmquoted. Tbe mrrd formfor tbe Bm-neittams baakm gIvemfn mfermca9. TM
error m Iwlnteilout to the autbomby Ref. S. A. %&af end c6ndmed by PmL O. A.
‘rnmsdell and hfm O. S. Wango-
(30)
(28)
the stress tensor and the heat-
flux vector acc~ate to the second order, the momentum and
energy equations, equations (6) and (7), become
(32)
where 7t,o) and @ are given by equations (25) tind (26),
respectively. Equations (31) and (32) are the momentum
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and energy equations for slip flow and they reduce to the
Navier%okes equations and the corresponding energy
equation upon neglecting terms containing rij~j and qi~).
, I?rom equations (19), (20), (25), and (26) it is seen that
the ratio of a typical term of ~ti@)to ~7ijor gt@)to ~gthas the
same order of magnitude as either pU/pL or @U/APTL,
where U and L are the characteristic velocity and length of
the flow, respectively. Making use of the relations
R_y–l
%.7’
(33)
and
a2=yRT (34]
where R is the gas constant, ~, the specific bent at constant
pressure,y, the ratio of the specific heats, and a, the adiabatic
speed of sound, together with the definitions that the Rey-
nolds number &= pUL/p, Mach number M= U/a, and the
Prandtl number Pr=qp~, it follows that
$L= (~–l)PrW/Re (35)
From equation (34) and the perfect-gas law
p=RpZ’ (36)
it also follows that
~“=@@/RepL
(37)
From the kinetic theory of gases (ref. 4, pp. 50 and 147)
.
p/p=a’/-y=~8/8 (38)
nnd
p=o.499pz (39)
where Z is the mean molecular speed and 1 is the mean free
path of the gas. From equations (38) and (39)
() m;T-Y1= ~=1.256#’p/ap
0.998 @l
(40)
Hence the Knudsen number is
.— -- ---
Kn=lJL=l.256#PM/Ra (41)
Substituting equation (41) into equations (37) and (35),
@= O.796+PikfKn
pL
(42)
‘Su —0.796
ApTL ()
$ PrMKn (43)
3e8iJ5G-5&29
For ordinary gases the Prandtl number is approximately
unity and ~s Ys ~; therefore pU]pL and @U/APTLhave the
same order of magnitude as M Kn. Since the rarefaction of
the gas increuws with the Knudsen number, it is evident that
for the high-speed flow of a rarefied gas the second-rder
terms rum and gt~ of the stressesand the heat flux become
relatively important. For 7=1.400 and Pr=O.750, it fol-
lows from equations (41), (42), and (43) that Kn=l.486M/
Rc, pU/pL=O.!340M Kn, and #U/ApTL=O.2t31M Kn.
According to Burnett’s exprcmion for the molecular-
velocity-distribution function, ~fj~j, the third-order ccmrec-
tions to the stress tensor, will contain terms of the form
(#/P)3(W/%)S, the ratio of which b 17vhas the same order
of magnitude as
$G3wb’@=2
(44)
Similar terms apply for qf@j/lqi. Hence the slip-flow equa-
tions, equations (31) and (32), cease to be valid if, for a
given Mach number, the gas is so rarefied that ikPKn2is not
negligible compared with unity.
The particular problem to be considered in this investiga-
tion is the slip flow between concentric cyjindem This
problem htw recently been solved by Schamberg (ref. 3, ch.
VII) for the case of constant coefficients of viscosity and
thermal conductivi~. The present investigation extends
Schamberg’s solution to inolude the effect of variable
coefficients of viscosity and thermal conductivity.
Assume that the rarefied gas is coniined between two con-
centric cylindem. The inner cylinder, having radius a and
the uniform temperature TM, is rotatingat constant angular
velocity w=, its surface velocity being denoted by U=aw~=;
whereas the outer cylinder, having radius b and the uniform
temperature T.b, is held iimd in space. The flow field is
conveniently described by the cylindrical polar coordinates
T, 4, and z, with the z-axis as the axis of the cylinders.
Assuming that the flow is two-dimensional and steady and
that the external force can be neglected,
U,=o, Lo,
az
~=o, Fi=o
It follows from the symmetry of the problem that
b
‘=0’ T#=O
(45)
(46)
where w and w are the velocity components in the z- and
r-directions, respectively.
The appropriate equations of motion are obtained by ex-
pressing the continuity, momentum nnd energy equations,
equations (1J, (311, and (32), “m plane polar coordinates.
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ThM is ensily done by making use of the formulas in general
orthogonal coordinates (ref~. 12 and 13). In view of equa-
tions (45) and (46) it is found that the equation of continuity
is automatically satisfied. The momentum equations in the
tangential and radial directions are, respectively (see
appendk B),
(47)-
The energy equation becomes
a+$+’,(%w)=o
(49)
k the above equations 7,4 is the viscous shearing stress, ~fi
and rw are the normal stressesin the radial and tangential
directions, respectively, and g, is the radial component of the
herd-flu vector.
The wrplicit repressions for the required components of
the viscous stress tenser and the heat-flux vector me ob-
tained by transforming the general expressions, equations
(25) and (26), respectively, into plane polar coordinate and
making the reductions required by equations 145) and (46).
This is done in appenti B. The resultsare given as follows:
(50)
(53)
The e~ressions for 7. and ~w given in equations (51) and
(52) are slightly different from those used by Schambegg
(ref. 3, pp. 152-1S3). This is due to the correction of the
last term in the brackets of equation (25) for the Burnett
terms in the stress tensor. Substituting equations (5o),
(51), (52), and (53) into equations (47), (48), and (49) and
using equation (27) for’ the values of the K’s for Marwell
molecuk give
(64)
(65)
(66)
T ‘M Thus one has three equations, equationswhere /3=— —.lldT
(54), (55), and (56), which together with the perfect-gas
law, equation (36), are used to fid the four dependent
variables ~, T, p, and p as functions of r.
BOUNDARYCONDITIONS
.It is seen from the-previous section that the introduction
of the higher order apprmimations to the stresses and the
heat flux results in an increase in the order of the momentum
and the energy equations of the fluid mean motion. I?or
instance, the iirst-order approximations to the stresses mi~)
equation (19), lead to the conventional Navier%okea
equations, equations (22), of viscous flow, which are partial
Mfe;ential equations of the second order; while the seconcl-
order approximations to the stresseslead to the third-order
partial differential equations, equations (31), with the
repression for ~fj@ given by equation (25). Since the relative
importance of the higher order terms of the strwaea and the
heat flm incpMses with the rarefaction of the gas, this leads
one to the e~ectation that the number of boundary condi-
tions required for the complete evaluation of a slip-flow
problem should likewise depend on the degree of the rme-
faction of the gas. However, .it was shown by Schamberg
(ref. 3) on both physical and mathematical grounds that the
number of physical boundary conditions required for a slip-
flow problem is effectively the same as that for the corre-
sponding flow in the reahn of gas dynamics.
In dip flow, as in gas dynamics, the condition of zero
relative normal velocity at the boundary still holdsj but the
relative tangential velocity at the boundq is no longer
zero and the gas temperature di&rs from the wall tempera-
ture. These are lmow-n as the “slip velocity” and the “tem-
perature jump,’? respectively.
The expressions for the slip velocity and the temperature
jump at low Mach number were investigated by Mmnvell,
Mill&an, Smoluchowski, IGmdsen, and othem (refs. 1 and
4). If z and z are the distances tangautial and normal to the
wall, respectively, u and w are, respectively, the velocity of
the gas and of the wall in the z-direction, and T and Tware,
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respectively, the temperature of the gas and of the wall,
one has from the kinetic theory of gases (ref. 4) the slip
velocity
and
(U),.0–%=0.998
r%%).., (? ’57)
l+;+ & #..
the temperature jump
(T)g.0-Tu=0.998
(*)(-%)r%%3..o’ ’58)
where u is Mamvell’s reflection coefficient, c,, the specitic heat
at constant volume, a, the accommodation coefficient, and t,
the mem free path
For slip flow at high Mach number the above expressions
give no longer a true description of the physical relations
and higher order approtitions to the slip velocity and the
tempemture jump must be uzed. A general method for
the calculation of apprcmimate eqwessions for the slip
velocity and the temperature jump, to an arbitr~ degree
of approximation, “is given by Schamberg (ref. 3). The
method applies the laws of conservation of mass, momentum,
and energy to the infinitesimal layer of gas adjacent to the
solid surface, referred to as the “sublayerj” and uses the
nonuniform molecuhw-veloci@-distribution function.
The first approximations for the slip velocity and the
temperature jump thus obtained by the use of the first
approximation to the velocity distribution for a monatomic
gas of Maxwell molecules a.&ee with the results given by
previous invwtigators for low-%peed slip flows.
The second approtiations to the slip veloci~ and the
temperature jump, which are required in conjunction with
the second approximation. to the viscous stms.sesand the
heat flux for high=peed slip flow, are given as follows (ref. 3):
The slip velocity
(59)
wherej= 1 and 2, and the temperature jump
ial(RT)1;2$%(*+%)+@T*j+’R%%@(%)’#%%+ %%-
where j=l and 2.
In equation (60) but not in equation (59) the summation
convention over two indices is used. This notation ha. the
merming:
xl =x,x’ =y
‘uq=U,uq==0}
so that
(61)
W%+a’%%+%)+:(%+%)“2)
(60)
The time derivative D/Dt, when expressed in the above
notation, is
(63)
All of the derivatives in equations (59) and (60) are to be
evaluated at a point (z, y, z) as z~O. These boundary
conditions are applicable provided that the pressure level
and the motion of the gas are such that the second approxi-
mations to the stress tensor ‘7fj and the heatAlm vector
~qi are appli6.able. This means that the relation WKn2<l
holds.
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The values of a,, the i5’s,cl, ad the e’s in equations (59)
and (60) are given as follows (ref. 3):4
“’we)
b, =–5.167
b,= O.8749
“=?(3”(+3
‘l’=(ai-w”(%
el= —
[ 8(. )%%)HI
0.31655+3 a
‘=-(3’’’[+(%9+%31”
‘=-W”E3
“’-(OTH%%E9I
‘,’-WT%9
_lo7
‘o–x
e7=–7.9888
e.g=-6.49~2
~= —1.7183
e’”=%)”c%
(64)
In general c{ is used instead of cl. According to the kinetic
theory for monatomic gases (ref. 2) 7=5/3, X/W?,=5/2, and
c< reduces to c,. The values of u for air vary from 0.79 to
1.00 while a for air lies between 0.88 and 0.97 (ref. 1).
To obtain the boundary conditions for the concentric-
cylinder flow, it is tit necessary to express the general
boundary conditions, as given by equations (59) and (60)
in the Cartesian coordinate syste~ in terms of the polar
coordinate system. Following Schamberg (ref. 3) cJosely,
let z and y be the Cartesian axes associated with the polar
coordinates r and o and the auxiliary coordinate systems
z*, z=and zb, zbby the equations
Z=a+z.=1’ cm @
y=za=r sin +
Z= b—Zb=r COS ~
y= —zb=r & ~
(65)
(66)
The velocity components ?&,W=and u~,wbof @e auxi.ky
coordinate systems are related to the tangentkd velooity ~ as
shown by figure 1 and equations (67) and (68):
4Sohamterg’sVohw fortheseCmMntshavenotbmnlsmgedteagrmwiththecmwted
vaksof theK%nnd6U@venbyequntiom(27)and(z9)bemusethecOrrm@mammgl!glblc
to tha orda ofappmslnmtlonusedMa m
(67)
(68)
The partial derivatives with respect to the mxi.1.iarycoor-
dinates are expressed in terms of the partial derhwtives with
respect h r and @by means of equatitms (69) and (70), which
are eMily obtained from equations (65) and (66), respectively:
,
(69),
(70)
All of the first- and .mcondarder partial derivative appear-
ing in equations (59) and (60) for the boundary conditions
can no-w be transformed into polar coordinates by means of
equations (67) to (70). AEterall of the diilerentiations with
respect to 4 have been performed, + is put equal to zero in
the resultant expressions, in accordance with figure 1. Be-
cause of the condition of axial symmetry, equation (46), the
partial derivatives of ~, T, p, and p with respect to @ all
vanish.
FIalrm l.—tiordinate systems.
The bo~dary-condition derivative for both the convex
(~=a) and the concave (r=b) cylindrical surfaces are given
in the following table. The transformations for the deriva-
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tive D/Dt are obtained from equations (63), (45), and (46);
using the fact that the velocity of the wall Utihas the value
U at r=a and zero at r=b, r&pectively.
With these substitutions one obtains from equations (59)
and (60) the following four boundag- conditions:
(1) At T=(z,
[ :@)l+axa ‘7’)(u+)== U+%(RT=)’i’~ r
(2) At r= b,
(3) At r=q
(4) At r=bj
(73)
(74)
The subscripts a and b denote the evaluation of a particular
quantity at r=a and r=b, respectively. The quantities
& & Z., and z’ are defined by the fo~owing equations:
(75)
‘b=-~Tb{%r$@)]}b-’-’67R(~b[r:(:)]b-
:R(:?),-%RT~E%”$(?)lb+
m+wa}
‘b=Tb{’’[r$@)]:+&:@)]b+ea(+~b+
Wa%4%a+x(%n
(76)
(77)
(78)
The valuea of the &merical condxmts al, cl, el, es, and esare
given by equations (64).
SOLUTIONOF CONCENTRIC-CYLINDERFLOW
From the preceding sections it is seen that the problem of
slip flow between cmcentric cylinders is reduced to that of
solving the three differential equations, equations (54), (55),
and (56), and satisfying the four boundary conditions given
by equations (71) to (74). For this purpose it is desirable
ti introduce dimensionlessconstanta and variablea as follows:
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(79)
(80)
r*=r/a P“=PIP. A*= A/Am
?L*=UJU P*=PIPa %“=%/Gm
I
(81]
T*=T/Tw P*=iJIPtca Pr*=PrlPrma
d log, P* 1 dp*
& ‘p~ X*
, (w”)’ (1–kY@fma2=yMca —r*T* P(T=*)’ReWz
where
h=b–a (82)
and c,=, k, and AW are the properties of the gas based
uptm the wall temperature T-. Making use of the perfeot-
gas law, equation (36), and of equations (79) to (82),
equations (54), (55), (56), and (36) become, respectively,
(83)
p*!ra*=p*P (86]
VELOCITYAND TEMI%XZATUREDISTRIBUTION
Integration of equation (83) gives
J
&*
~*=&* _2Br* —
(r*)ap* (87)
where A. and A?Bare constants of integration. For p= Con-
stant, P*= 1 and equation (87) yields
~*=&*+2
r* (87a)
which is Selmmberg’s solution. .
From equations (84] and (87)
(r’)a~”:* (r*A* $ZJ+4(7-l)PrWMJW=0 (88)
.
It is convenient to transform the independent variable T*
into g or ~. The latter are defined, respectively, as -
(86)
rn=log, I/k (89)
(90)
(91)
Equations (89) to (91) and (79) insure that
~=~=0 at r*=l or r =a
E={=l at r*=l/k or r=b
h terms of f equation (88) becomes
“*K*%)
+4(y–l)PrtiMm%7m’wE=o ~(92)
while in terms of the independent variable ~ it is
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(93)
Equation (93) together with equations (9o) and (91) gives
A(O)=A(l) =0. In general A(~)<l.
Integrating once
and again
J
(~r+*WJdj- (94)
For constant p and A, p*= A*=l, T=l, t=& and equation
(94) reduces to
T*=D+C log, r*– (~–l)PrWMW’B’(r*)-2
which is Schamberg’s solution.
In terms of t, equation (87) becomes
Now let
(L+)A(~=l+A $#’ [zmd~)]n
n-l
(95)
(96)
This series converges for all iinite valuea of mA(~). Making
use of equation (96), equation (96) gives
@=A+: [i%+j(r)] (97)
where
(98)
Siiarly, from equations (96) and (94), assuming Pr/cp=
Constant,
7– 1prmMw2P [-~+g(t)lT*.D+mC{+~ (99)
where
J
W) =Zm f(Od~ (loo)
Now d r=a, r=O, CJ*=LO.*,and 5V= T=*, and, at T=b,
~=1, U*=Ub*, and T*= Tb*. Therefore, from equations (97)
and (99)
(101)
where
l’(f) =j(r) –f(o)
and
445
(102)
T*= Ta*–(Ta*–T,*)~+
where
G(r) =g(~)–g(()) –~(1)–g(c))]~ (104)
It is noted that F(O)=@(0) =G(l)=O.
Equations (101) and (103) represmit the exact solutions
of differential equations (83) and (84). Since the latter did
not contain any Burnett terms, it was relatively simple to
carry out the integration. However, A(t) depends on a
lmowledge of q and p* which are functions of T* and so
any numerical solution will reduce to an iteration process
of approximating A(t) and hence F(r) and ~(~). This is
also the method of determining the pressure distribution p*
from equation (85). Before proceeding to p*, it is advan-
tageous to rewrite the boundag conditions of the section
“Bound~ Conditions” in a similar dimensionlessform since
the constants CO=*,so*, T=*, and Ta* in equations (101) and
(103) are precisely these boundary values. The actual
algebraic reduction is carribd out in appendix C, leading to
the following riwh!s:
*—ab* l–kw=*=l —1.592al ‘a
(T.*)lE k[l–k’-F(l)] ‘na+x~n?
(105)
~b*=l 592Q (@a*–@,*) [Tb”)’fl IF(l-k} !Kn ~~zn ,
. Ta*pb* l–k’-F(l)l ‘
[1~6)
l–k
{‘a*=l–0”7g6c’ km (T=q’J’ “*-T’”+
{
(1—k) (T,”)’” T=*_T,*+Tb*=TWb*+0.796cl ~T~~pb~
and .%=,~a, Z=, and zb am’the complicated expressionsgiven
in equation (C12). Actually, since ~. . . . Za are multi-
plied by Kn.g above, it is only necessary to use th~ zero-
order approximation to these expressions given by equations
——
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(C32), (C33), and (C34). The reason for this, of oourse, is
that the differential equations and the boundary conditions
have been derived only ta terms in the square of the Knudsen
number. Thus, it is probably clearer tQwrite equations (105)
ta (108) in the form (eqs. (C27) )
co=*=@=*(l +lw=*Kn,+zw=*Kn~’)
~b*=@b*+lua*Kn,~#b*Kn~g
Ta*=OTa*(l+lTa*Kn.+,T.*Kn.?
T,*=OTb*(l+,Tb*Kne+,Tb*Kn.~
which explicitly indicates an expansion in powers of KnC
The coefficients ~=”, #b*, ~T=*, and ~Tb* (h=O, 1, 2) are
written out in equations (C29) to (C31) of appendix C.
The subscript written in front of a symbol thus denotes the
order of the approximation in the expansion.
PREEWIRE DISTRIBUTION
From equation (85), neglecting the terms containing
(%)’ >which are the order of Z2 or Kn2, the zero-order
\fce.~
approximation to p* is
[sop*=-q &al * (u”)’ ~“1 1F%?*
The supemcript in front of a symbol denotes
the ap~roximation to the soluti& of
From equations (89) and (90)
(110)
the order of
a differential equation.
(/$” m
--@=; p%i~
Therefore
““=emw-’l$(u’)’d’] ‘111)
In terms of ~, equation (115) becomes
Since equation (85) does not explicitly contain terms of order
Kn, the zero- and the first-order approximation for p* can
be obtained from equation (110), (111), or (112).
equations (112) and (C29)
F&-l=o
From equations (85), (C5), and (110), log, ‘p*=log,
o@zti= or
with exp (oIJKnma’)-1 + o+ Knwa3,where
,*O(P*,2 {2’M’%($-0.6336(1–k)2 ‘* o~*)2dr*0*= — k’ J 1
From
(113)
‘P*+
(114)
( )13P dT* i 0.6336(1–k)’ ‘“ dr” d——>0 ok’ k’ s 1 pF*
w’{%~%($’afis+’%)+
2L%HG9+W3’D ‘1”)
is obtained from the second-order terms of equation (86)
upon substitution of the zero-order approximation therein.
Integrating by parts, using equations (C33) and (C34), and neglecting A(~), equation (116) bemmcs
‘ 6J0&(N’-2N~f-2N,3w)wd’) (117)
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As the tit approximation put ~P*= ~qand assume
-AO+AW+AW,@!)2
with
+1+,* )-2
(1–+)’
(118)
(119)
(120)
Equations (119) and (120) insure that ,p*=l at ~=0 and
that ~p*= ~p~*and dOp*/d{=Oat ~= 1. Then from equation
(117)
[(34A+AA) (1–w) +o?(t) =O;t=&~:yJ 4
(-A2442+AA5) (1–IW+AA(l–W] (121)
(122)
{[
0.6336ilZWg 10
0~(1)= kyl+k)’ 1~y—8(y—l)Prw (1—k’)+
r%bl[-i(3+26F-1’k’
1}‘$Pr=(3+2P–47W)+~ Pr.a(l-ti~+~ +
0.6336(1–k)’(2+P) ~l_TWb*) ~_ 1
2k%rL [ zml ‘12
The integral in equation (114) remains to be evaluated.
It is necessary to assume some relation between P* and p
which, to avoid too much complexity, will be assumed to be
the simple relation p*= Pp where ~ is a constant whose
value ha between 0.5 and 1.0 (ref. 4, p. 150). Furthermore,
in many cases 1.3=0.9 (ref. 14) so the assumption /3=1 or
W*= F will be made in order to simplify the evaluation of
this integral as well as to enable a more direct expansion of
all distributions later on.
Equation (114), with the aid of equations (101) and (96),
then gives for fl= 1
4?n(@a*-@b*)[k%a*+F(l)@a*-@,*]~+
[Ptia*+F(l)(O=*-ub*]2 (k-’r-l)+J(() } (124)
where
J
t
~($’j=&(@=*–@b*)2 F(~)d~–4?n(@a*-c0, *)[k%o”+
o .
J
F(l) U=*–-C%*] ‘lc-%qr)dt+2m(u=*–@b*)W
o
J
‘w[F(~)]&~+5 (2:),”+’ s:{(f,oa*0 n=l -
[F@a*+F(l)@a*–@,*]k-r+ (@a*–@,*)k-w’(~) }2[A(~)]nd~
(125)
Upon neglecting ~ terms containing A(~), the first approxi-
mation to J(r) is
J(r) =’J(r)=o (126)
while, neglect@ terms containing the second and higher
poweM of A(~), the second approximation becomes
v(r) = (@=*–%*)’w-)+(~@”*;@’*)2JN-)-
( “-%)--) ’12n2(0=*—U**) w=
308 GW-G~O
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where
Equations (124) for the pr~ure distribution, (101) for
the velocity distribution, and (103) for the temperature
distribution in terms of the independent variable t represent
the solution to the problem, valid to terms in the square of
the IGmdsen number, provided the assumptions of constant
specific heat, of constant PrandtJ number and coefficient of
viscosi~, as well as of heat conductivity, proportional to
the fit power of the absolute temperature, are valid.
The solution (eq. (124)) for the pressure is more simple
than Schamberg’s solution in the sense that the present
assumption P*= T* eliminates the explicit dependence of
the integral in equation (114) upon T*. Figure 2 shows the
dependence of ~~(1) upon k as given by equation (123) for
the values of the physical parameters selected for air in the
se&ion “Case of Air” and discussed there.
I 20
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Fmmm 2.—Burnett terms correction to pressure ratio Pb* agaimt
diameter ratio k for various values of Mach numberilf.a. Pr=O.715;
7=1.400; 19=1; ??”b*=l; a= O.900; u=l.
The explicit determination of the expansions of the coeffi-
cient q and of the variables & A(f), ~(~), u(~), and so forth
in powers of fiudsen number is carried out in appendix D.
FRICTIONCOEFFICJENT,SLIT VELOCITY,HEAT TRANSFER,
TEMPERATUREJUMP,AND PRESSURERATIO
FRICTION COEFFICIENT
It is convenient to define the friction coefficient 01 as
The expression for ~ti is obtained from equation (50) which,
upon @ equations (81), becomes
(130)
From equations (89) and (90)
Substituting equation (131) into equation (129) and using
equations (79), (80), and (81),
Re8C~
2(1—k) A*
km= (133)
where
qRe.=Rew (134)
From equations (C21), (C27), and (C29) the value at the wall
of the inner cylinder becomes
Re.cf.=
4[1+ ~ua*—lub*)KnC+~w=*—zub*)Kn,q
A{ l+k–[F(l)/(1–k)] } (136)
Similarly, at the wall of the outer cylinder
Be ~n=4k[l+ (W=*—lW6*)Kn,+ ~w=*–@b*)Kn,q
l , l+k–[F(l)/(1–k)] (136)
Since there must be equal torque on both the inner and the
outer cylinders, Cn/Cfa=i?, as shown by equations (136)
and (136). If
l?e, @~.=k{~+k–&(l)/(l–k)]} (138)
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Re.cn=l+~_[@:)/(l–k)l (139)
SUP VELOCITY
From equations (101), (81), (C28), and (C29), the slip
velocity at the inner wall is
u.– u
—= lu~*Kn6+lu~*Kn,Q=la=
u
*Kne+2u.*Kn? (140)
Similrwly,d the outer wall it is
ub
, – @b*/k)Kn,+ ~ti,*/k)Kn~ (141)‘~@t?Knd+aUb*Kn 2
where lU=*,@b*, .W=*,rmd #b* are given by equations (C30)
nnd (C31).
HEAT TRANSPER
It iEof interest to CaIculatethe heat transfer between the
rarefied gas and the cylinders. If the dimensionless heat
transfer q* is deiined by “
then from equations (53) and (81),
_:*=(l–k)A* (tP
kq dr”
(142)
(143)
(144)
For Pr/c9=Conhnt, X*= M*; so, using equations (89) and
(90),
l–k dT*
@=-–—kmr* dr (145)
From equation (145) and using equations (C22), (C27), and
(C29), the dimensionlessheat transfer at the inner cylinder is
l–k
!Zu*=~ {
l–l?-2m-@’(0)l–Twb*+ (lTu*–Tmb*lTb*)Kn,+ ~Ta*–Tmb*,Tb*)Kn?+ (Y–l)PrMa~ ~1_&_F(1)12 [l+2&*-,@b*)Kn,+
(,w.”–,u,*)’Kn:+2~w.*–fib*)Kn.7
1
(146)
Similarly, that at the outer cylinder is
l–kqb*=T
{
l—Twb*+~T=*—Tub*lTh*)Kn6+ ~Ta*-Tab*sTb*)Kn2+ (7—l)Pr~tig l–P–2Fm– Q’(1)~1+2Lu=*_,@b*)Kn,+
[1–W–F(1)]’.
~ua”–,ub*)’Kn:+ 2~wa*–2wb*)Kn.~
L
If
q*=@(l+,g*Kn.+~ *Kn.~ (148)
then
l–k
oga*
{
== 1—l’wb*+ (y— l) PrwMM.gl–P–2m–@(o)
[l–P–@’(l)]’ I
(149)
l–k
{
l–P–2k%-@’ (1)
O~b*=~ 1— Tub*+ (~— l)pr.@.a2 [1–P–W(1)]’ 1
(150)
“ TEMPERATUREJUMP
From equation (C27), using equations (C29) and (81),
the temperature jump at the inner cylinder is
T.–Tua=,TaeKn ~2T~~Kn:
T~ 8 (151)
Similarly, the temperature jump at the outer cylinder is
‘b~~b—lTO*&,+sTb*Kn? (162)
w
(147)
The expressions for ~T=*, iTb*, *T=*, and zTb*-are giVOnby
equations (C30) and (C31).
PRWURE BATIO
The ratio of the hydrostatic pressure at the wall of the
inner cylinder to that at the outer cylinder is obtained from
equation (114), upon using equations (121) and (81), as
follows:
For the ease p= T, equations (124) and (81) give equation
(153) the form
B=[l+Kn30~(l)] exp
Pa 2T[1%:;(1)]’ { ‘(l–W–*)+
2(1–P–2m)F(l) + (k-’–l)F(l)] (a.”)’+
[–2(1V~ +2(l+~m+ (1–k-’+2m)?(1)] 2tiu*@b*+
@-~–4m) (@b*)2+~(1)} (164)
In general J(l) is a small number and can be replaced by
-—
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‘J(l), which is given by equation (D41). From equations
(154) and (C29)
2(1–&–2m) w(l)+ (k-’–l) ~(l) +&7(l)] (155)
For the case of equal wall temperature, Twb*=1 and, from
equations (D23) and (C29), OF(l)= O. Therefore
(p) 7MWS‘ : ‘%P ~?j’(1-ip), [(1–k’–4k%n)+&7(l)l (156)o
Or in terms of c
From equations (C28) and (154), using equations (81),
(C29), and (C27) and neglecting the tit+rder corrections
to w(l) and J(l), it follows that
yil’iws
Ipbk
{
[(1–1#–4k%)+2(l–k2-2m) #(l)+
I)?#l[1—W—0F(1)]2
(k-’–l)@(l)](,u=”+ 1T*)+2(1(P)+2(l+k3nznz–
(k-2–1–2m)@(1)] ,~b”~ 21T*&7(l)} (157)
For the case of equal wall temperature J(l)=O and
‘ @b&oT;~_W;’
{ ( a -$’”)+
(1–w4k%n) ,0 *
2[—l+p+ (l+ld)m] @b*-: 21q*W(0} (158)
The use of tiective values M, and A, and hence of an
effective Reynolds number Re., similm to the effective
Knudsen number Kn. defined by equation (109), is a natural
consequence of the form of the expressions for the skin-
friction C.oefficicmt,the velocity of slip, the heat transfer, and
the temperature jump. The use of these effective values
gives expressions closest in form to those of Schamberg and
agrees with his when the functions F and G’ are zero. Since
v as determined in appendix D will, for equal wall tempera-
tures, increase with the Mach number M- and “curvature”
I/k M shown in figure a, so also will p, and k,.
The limiting values of all expressions when k= 1 or e+O
agree exactly with the plane Couette flow solution of refer-
ence 7.
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FIQwq 3.—Variationa of ~q and ;V with diametsr ratio k for various
vak% of lMaohnumber Mwa. 1%=0.71S; a= 1.400; 9=1; T.b*= 1.
CASE OF AIR
Assuming that the gas is air and that the cylinders two
made of metal such as aluminum or brass, the required
physical cxmstants are given as follows:
For the ratio of the specific heats take
7=1.400 (159)
a value which is reasonably accurate and has the advantage
of computational simplicity. It also agrees with the value
given by the kinetic theory for a diatomic gas whose mole-
cules have five degrees of freedom.
The kinetic theory gives, for the Prandtl numlmr,
Pr=47/(9y-5)=0.737 at 0° C for a &atomic gas with
Y= 1.400 (ref. 4, p. 182). For air, various vrdues have boon
used in the study of the hunina~ boundaxy layer in com-
pressible flow by diilerent invehgators. The vahm Pr=
0.725 was used by C-roCcoand Conforto (refs. 15 rmd 16)
in 1941; Pr=O.733, by Brainerd and Emmona (refs, 17 oncl
18) in 1942; Pr=O.750, by Schamberg (ref. 3) in 1947; and
Pr=O.715, by Cope and Hartree (ref. 14) in 1948. Tho
value Pr= 1 was also used by several writem (refs. 19 to 21)
for mathematical simplicity. In the calculations to follow
the value used will be
PT=O.715 (160)
as suggsted by Cope and Hartree in 1948, based on the
latest data for air given by Kaye and Laby (ref. 22), 1941.
Maxwell’s reflection c0e5cient u is given for air on
machined brass by R. A. MiUikan (see ref. 4, p. 299) aa
U=l.oo (161)
The accommodation coefficient a has, according to M.
Wiedmann (see ref. 1, p. 658), the average value of
a=o.9oo (162) 0
for air on metal. This value is also used by Schamberg
(ref. 3).
With these physical constants, equations (64) give the
following constants for slip flow:
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~=1.253
CI’=2.498
el=0.251
, ea=l.911
ea=—5.491
(163)
It is noted that,-since air is not a monatomic gas, cl’ is used
iustead of cl.
For the ease that p-T, .
p=l (164)
Upon using equations (C29), (169), and (160), equation
(D16) givc9
1-A-P J“=J ‘16’)b=;(l+Td)+~ ~—l
For the case of equal wall temperatures,
TW~*=l
@’(l)=o 1
(166)
Similarly, using equations (C29), (159), (160), (164) to (166),
rmd (1128), equation (D9) gives
!2 —1 ili~’ 0.02045 l–W+k4 9(l+l?) 3.~q oq—— —
[ 1AT O —Wz ZGZT-ZPPF+?
(167)
The variations of both ~~and ~~for various valuca of the
ratio k of the radii of the cylinders at various Mach numbers
and equal wall temperatures with the ratio of the specific
heats 7=1.400, Prandtl number PT=o.715, and the viscosity
index /3= 1 are given in figure 3.
It is seen that, for k>O.40 and i14<4, ~q and ~q have
practically the same value, and therefore equation (165)
can be used for calculating 3Tinstead of equation (167).
At smaller values of k and higher Mach number :T<iq;
that is, the correction tends ta deerease the value of q.
From equation (156), upon using equations (D41), (159),
(160), (164), and (166),
The variations of ~p~*with the ratio k at various Mach
numbers and at equal wall temperatures with y= 1.400,
Pr=0,716, and ~=1 are given in @e 4. It is seen that
the pressure ratio ~pb*increases rapidly with the curvature
l/k, especially at high Mach numbers.
Upon using equations (C30), (166), and (163), equation
(140) gives
——
‘“’”= k:lg$k)
Similarly, equation (141) gives
(169)
(170)
The variations of ~u=*and ~u**with the ratio k are given
in @urea 5 and 6, reapectiwdy. It is noted that ~u.* is
independent of the Mach number IM&~,while ~Ub*depen&
on M= through ~p~*. As k decreases or the curvature
increases, it is seen that U=*becomes more negative or the
slip velocity at the inner cylinder incresses in magnitude
while the slip velocity at the outer cylinder decrease-s.
Equations (C29), (166), (169), (160), (163), (D31), and
(C30) give
lTa*=&n,(i%-$PJ+
0.163
[
l+P P
1
1 W (171)k(l+k)(l–H) 4(1–k9m+~ 2m~
——
and
,Tb*= Y&%E-f-
0.163
[
l+P P
1
= (172)(l+k) (1–P) 4(1–P)m+ (1–l?)’ 2~2 jq~b”
——
The variations of ~Ta*and lTb* with the ratio k for various
Mach numbers and equal wall temperatures with ‘Y= 1.400,
F%= O.175,and 9=1 are given in figures 7 and 8, respectively.
It is seen that as k deereases IT=*becomes much more impor-
tant than ~Tb*,the latter going to zero with k for all values
(o)
k
(a) log, &)b* against k. Dashed curves neglect Ml term.
l?rGurm 4.—Variations of mm-order pressureratio with diameter
ratio k for various values of Maoh number. Pr=o.716; 7=1.400;
6=1; !F@b*=L
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l?uxmn 7.—Fir&order temperature jump at inner oylinder against
diameter ratio k. B=O.715; 7=1.400; i9=l; Z’.b*=l; a= O.W30.
.
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l?rrimm 8.—First+rder temperature jump at outer cylinder against
diameter ratio k. Pr=O.715; 7=1.400; 6=1; T.~*=l; a= O.900.
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FmunB 9.—First-order correction T%parametir ~ againet diameter
ratio k for various valuea of Maoh number M... F?= O.715;
7=1.400; /3=1; T“b*=l; a=o.9oo; .Y=l.
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FIGURE 10.—Fimtirder 00rrSOtiOII to pn33sure ratio lpb* ag~t di-
ameter ratio k. ~=().’i’l~; 7=1.400; P=l; Tmbx=l; cx=O.900;
~=1. ‘
Ii figure 8 the anomalous behavior of the curves for small
and large values pf “k is due to the large exponential values
of Opb*for increasing Mach number at ~ values of k except
in the neighborhood of k= 1. In fact, for k= 1, lTb*=
0.2845ikfV=2,independent of Opb*. This is seen upon expand-
ing equation (172) in powers of 6=1—W and letting -0.
From equation (D1O), the variations of lq* with the ratio
k for various Mach numbers and equal wall temperatures
are found and plotted in @e 9. Siuce ~q*> O, it follows
from equatious (C28) that q increases with the Knudsen
number.
Making use of equations (D41), (159), (160), and (166),
equation (158) gives
(173)
The variations of lp~* with the ratio k for various Mach
numbem are given in figure 10. Since lpb*<(), it follows
. —
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that the prt%.sureratio p** decreases as the rarefaction of
the gas, that is, the Knudsen number, inoreases.
From equatioti (135) to (139) and (146) to (150), the
variations of Re,oCJaand Re~Cn, lCfa and ICP, @=*, and
w** with the ratio k are found and plotted in figures 11, 12,
13, and 14, respectively.
The zero-order values of both the skin friction and the
heat transfer are observed to increase in absolute magnitude
at the inner and decrease at the outer cyliqder with increasing
curvature.
Upon using equations (159), (160), and (166), equation
(123) yields
O~(l)=lj~l+Mk~: { (1—@)+ [l—&*)-q[-0.136 -l.660&+
0.169k’+0.060(1–&) (2+lP)/m]} (174)
The variations of ~~(1) with the ratio k for various Mach
- numbem and equal wall temperatures are given in figure 2.
It is seen that ~~(1)>0, for sufficiently small k, and it in-
creases rapidly as k decreases. It follows that the effect’ of
the Burnett terms in the differential equation tends to
increase the pressure ratio pb*.
The coefficient of the last term in equation (123) is plotted
against k in figwe 15. For the case of equal wall temper-
ature, this term becomes zero.
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FIGurm 1l.—%mo+rder friction coefficient at inner and outer cylindem
againat diameter ratio k. Pr=o.715; 7=1.400; p=l; z’.b*=l;
a= O.900; u=l.
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FIWJEE 12.—Firs&order correction to friotion coefiioient for both inner
and outer cylinders for various values of diameter ratio k. Pr= 0.716;
~=1.4130; fj=l; ~wb*=l; a= O.900; a=l.
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FIGURE13.—Zer~rder h& transfer at inner cylinder against di~m-
et..er rfkio k. ~nO.715; 7a1.$tOO; 9=1; ~_b*el; aeo.~oo;
,=1.
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FICHJRE 14.—Zero-ordek heat tranafer at outer cylinder against diam-
etm ratio k. 1+=0.715; 7=1.400; j3=l; Tm~*=l; a= O.900~
U=l.
Consider in more detail the special csse
and
From figure 3
I?rom figure 4
From figure 5
hence
From figure 6
hence
From figure 7
From figure 8
From figure 9
From figure 10
From figure 11
From figure 12
nnd
From figure 13
From figure 14
From figure 2
k=O.5
Mua=2.o
oq=l.17
;~b*=2.77
ItLa*= —2.67
~@a*=_2.67
lub*=0.24
lWb*=0.12
lT~*=3.73
lTb*=O.42
1#=0.96
lpb*=—6.30
0CJaRe,=5.32
oCpRe,= 1.33
,C1.=–2.79
~Cn= —2.79
fl=*=-1.86
&*=&59
0~(1)=4.56
(175)
(176)
(177)
k
FIGURE 15.—Variation of function 0.6336 (1 —k)~(2+L~/2H log. ~ tith
diameter ratio k.
From equations (C33), (CM), and (113)
da(–3Odfo =–1.85
6*
()o~l
=–0.46
8W
(3o ~ 0=2”19
#u*
()-@I
=0.55
o
dT
(–9o d~ 0=1”30
dp
()
— =–0.81Od{l
O?P
()TO
=–3.90
o
d2T*
()7p-,
=–0.98
d log. p*
0( )
~T 0=3.32
d log. p*
0( )
——
d~ ,=6
Equation (C32) gives then
&=6.46
Oi%,=-O.16
&Z==lo.o
@b=-–0.14 }
(178)
(179)
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and equation (C31R
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give9
swa*=17.8
1
x.0~*=-O.08
t
(180),T~*=_27.0
,Tb*=o.38 )
From equatiom~(D9) to (D1l), using equations (177) and
(180),
~=1.17(1+().96Kn,-5 .0KnC~ (181)
‘ N’~lect~~ the rarefaction correction to %1and l’(l), equa-
tions (135) and (136) give the friction coefficients
Re.Cla=5.32(1–2 .79Kn.+17.9Kiz.?
Re.Cn=L33 (1–2.79Kn,+17.9Kn.~ 1
(182)
Similarly, equations (140) and (141) give the slip velocities
u.— u—= —2.67Kn.+ 17.8Knl
u
~=0.24Kn.-O.l6Knz 1. (183)
Equations (146) and (147) give the dimensionless heat
transfer
q.”= 1.86(1+ 10.5Kn.–83.7Kn.~
q,*=o.59 (1– L3Kn,+8.2Kn,~ 1
(184)
Equationa (151) and (152) give the temperature jumps
Ta–Teu_
T
3.73Kn,—27.OKn?
ma
}
(185)
‘b; ~=0.42Kn.+0.38Knz
la
Kne
I?xmmn 16.—Pmameter T against effective Knudsen number. Pr=
0.715; 7=1.400; 19=1; ~wb*=l; cz=O.900; u=l; k=O.5; Mm=2.
Equations (C28) and (154) give the press~e ratio
~=2.77(l_6.3Kn,+ . . .) (186)
.
FIGurm 17.—Friction coefficient against effective Knudeen number.
~=0.716; 7=1.400; ~=l; TPb*=l; a=o.~oo; a=l; k=0.6;
li..=2. ,
khe .
~Gmm 18.-8lip velooity against effective Knudsen number. Pr=
0.716; ~=l.~(); P=l; !&*=l; a=&9f)O; C=l; k=0.6; Mpa=2.
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FIGUnH19.—Heat tinafer againat effeetive fiudaen number. R=
0,716; T-1.400; L3=l; ~wb*=l; a= O.900; u=l; k=O.5; M..=2.
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Fmmm 20.—Temperature jump against effective IGmdaen number.
~r=().715; ~=1.400; ~=l; Twb*=l; a= O.900; u=l; k=O.5;
M“a=2.
The variations of T, Re*Cr. and Reeofh, (%-~/U ~d
t6@, qa* and qt#*land (T=- TtJ/T~ and (Tb—Tub)/Twbwith
the effective Knudsen number Kn, for P~=O.715, ‘Y=l.400,
19=1, Tm,”=l, a= O.900,u=l, k=O.5, and M-=2 are given
in figures 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20, respectively. Similar re-
sults could be calculated and plotted for any other choice of
the parameters, but the enormous amount of work required
to do so for any range of parameters does not appear to be
justfied at present. This is especially true in that no experi-
mental data tit for a check
The effort of the Burnett (second-order) terms or the Kn,
terms in equations (181) to (185) is seen to counteract the
effect of the first-order slip terms or the terms in Kn, in all
cases except the temperature jump at the outer wall. The
latter would show the same behavior if lq and F(l) were not
neglected.
SUMMARYOF RESULTS
A study tias made to determine the ?ffects of variable
viscosity and thermal conductivity on the high-speed slip
flow between concentric cylindem. The results are sum-
marized as follows:
1. Satisfactory estimates of the effect of variable viscosity
and thernml conductivity upon the veloci@ and temperature
distributions were obtained fmm Schamberg’s solution for
constant values of these coefficients by basing the friction
coeilicient and the coefficient of heat transfer on the effective
ccdicients A= ~% and ~~=q~~. These effective values
of the coefficients p. and ~., in the case of equal wall tem-
perature, increased with the Mach number M and the
“curvature” l/k.
2. my the expre%aionfor the pressure ratio pb.jpawas
significantly different in this case horn Schamberg’s solution
with constant ~ because of the use of effective values of
Reynolds immber and Knudsen numbar.
3. The eflect of the Burnett terms in the differential
equation was more pronounced upon the pressure ratio
Pbipa. This effect increased with the effective lGmdsen
number Kn,, the Mach number J&, the temperature
di.flerance (Tm.—Tub)/T.., and the curvature l/k; it was
measured by the factor O? of equation (123) as used in
equation (124) and plotted in figures 2 and 15. The effect
of the Burnett terms could best be seen by an experimental
determination of the pressureratio ph/Pa.
4. The effect of the Burnett terms both in the differential
equation and in the boundary conditions tended in all cases
considered to counteract the fit-order effect of slip velocity
and temperature jump on the boundary.
5. For equal wall temperatures the effect of the Burnett
terms was to increase the piksure ratio and to increase the
skin friction on and the heat transfer to both cylindem.
6. The curvature effect on the behavior of the friction
coefficient, the slip velociw, and the tempwature jump as
k decreased was such that they all increased at the inner
cylinder and decreased at the outer cylinder. When k
approaches unity, the values of all quantities reduce to
those for plane Couette flow.
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON,
SEATTLE, WASH.,Deeemlwr20, 1961.
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APPENDIX A
sYMBork ‘
A constantof integration, equation (87)
Ao, Al, . . . ~ numerieal constants, equations (120)
.
A,=F,-:~
A{,
ZQ
a
al
afj
B-
b
bl, b~
c
,(7,, ,C,
Cf
;
cl, cl’
Cp
,
;
D/Dt
D.
E
el, ea, . . . elo
eu
F
F,
f
G
g
H
h
I
J
and (122)
tensor
nondivergent symmetrical tensor w3soci-
- ated with AU, equation (21)
[
adiabatic speed of sound, equation (34)
determinant of metric,tensor, appendix B
radius of inner cylinder
numerical constant in boundary condi-
tions, equations (64)
fundamental metric tensor, appendix B
constant of integration, equation (87)
radius of outer cylinder
numerical constants in boundary condi-
tions, equations (64)
constant of integration, equation (94)
constants of integration, equation (D25)
friction coefficient, equation (129)
mean molecular speed, equation (38)
numerical constants in boundary cmd.i-
tions, equations (64)
specific heat at constant prwure
speciiic heat at constant volume
constant of integration, equation (94)
ccmvective time derivative of hydro-
dynamics, equation (4)
covariant derivative operator, appendix B
internal energy per unit mass of gas,
equation (3)
numerical constants in boundary condi-
tions, equations (64)
symmetric rate of deformation tensor,
appendix B
function, equation (102)
component .of external force per unit
mass, equation (2)
function, equation (98)
function, equation (104)
function, equation (100)
enthaIpy per unit mass of gas, equation
(9)
gap between cylinders, b—a
function, equation (027)
function, equation (125)
Km
Kn.
k=a]b
L
1.
M
1 bm=loge –=l.oge ~
k
Nl, N~, Ns, N,
Pfj
Pf “
P
Q
fzi
)4<
(n)
:
Re
r
.
T
Ttg
t
u
u, V,w
u{
a
‘Y
A
tifj
numerical constants of stress tensor,
equations (27) and (28)
Knudsen number, Z/L,equation (41)
effective Knudsen number, equation (109)
characteristic length of flow
mean free path of gas, equation (39)
Mach number, U/a,equation (35)
equation (89)
numerical constants, equations (118)
component of strem tensor, equation (2)
Prandtl number, Cppfi, equation (35)
static pre9sureof gss, equation (5)
heat reeeived per unit mass of gaa,
equation (8)
component of heabflux vector, equation
(3)
rth-erder approximation to gi
nth-order correction to ~{, equation (14)
gas constant
Reynolds number, equations (36) tmd
(80)
radial distance from center of concentric
cylinders
entropy per unit mass of gas, equation
(9)
absolute temperature of gas, equation’ (9)
absolute temperature of wall
time, equation (1)
surface velocity of inner cylinder, aum
components of macroscopic velocity in
z-, y-, and z-direction, reapeetively
component of macroscopic velocity, equa-
tion (1)
functions, equations (76) to (78)
Cartesian coordinates of physical space
component of Cartesian coordinate of
physical space
accommodation coefficient, equation (68)
T dpviscosity index, ; ~T~ equati~n (66)
Christoffel symbol of second kind, ap-
pendix B
ratio of speoific heats of gas, cV/c,
function, equation (93)
unit tensor, equation (6)
c= 1—W, equation (018)
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v8riab1e, equation (90)
constant, equation (91)
divergence of velocity, appendix B
oh numerical constants in heat-flux vector,
equations (29) and (30)
coefficient of thermal conductivity, equa-
tion (20)
coefficient of viscosity, equation (19)
variable, equation (89)
density of gas, equation (1)
Maxwell’s reflection coefficient, equation
(57)
shearing stress
component of stress tensor, equation (5)
rth-order approximation to ru
nth-crder correction to ~~t,,equation (13)
dissipation function, equation (24)
angular coordinate in cylindrical coordi-
nates
function, equation (115)
function, ,#/0#, equation (121)
TRANSFORMATION
The equations of fluid mechanics have
w*
z
Subscripts :
0,1,2, . . .
e
Wa
I
Superscripts:
0,1, 2,...
, APPENDIx B
angular velocity of inner cylinder
dimensionless angular veloci~, equation
(95)
numerid constant, equation (C5)
in front of any symbol, order of approx-
imation to boundtu-y conditions, equa-
tions (C27) and (C28)
covariant vector and tensor indices,
appendix B
effective value
conditions at wall temperature 2’.=
indicate9 covariant differentiation, ap-
pendix B
in front of any symbol, order of approx-
imation to solution of differential
equation, equation (110)
contravariant vector and tensor indices,
appendix B
exponent in viscosity-temperature
relation
OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION TO POLAR COORDINATES
been written in
Cartesian tensor form in this report as in references 1 and 3.
Howeverl the problam considered had to be setup in cylin-
tilcal coordinatca and Cartesian coordinates were abandoned
in the process. In order to take into account all possible
systems of curvilinem coordinator, it is be% to express the
equations of fluid mechanics, including the Burnett terms,
in general tensor form for any space with a metric form of the
type (ref. 23)
d.#=a,#xidd
By the principle of covaikmce all that one has to do is to
express ench term in the equations as the proper invariant
(sccdar,vector, or tensor), which reduces to the known form
when the coordinates are Cartesian. The method and nota-
tion used are ta be found in reference 23. The distinction
between supemcripts and subscripts is necessary.
There is no difficulty with the equation of continuity. It is
nhnost in the form of a scalar equation already. Redeiine
the camoving time derivative
where Dkis now the covarhmt derivative operator. For any
scalar such as p the ccvariant derivative is the same as the
ordinary partial derivative.’ The divergence of the velocity
is the scalar
In other words, take the covariant derivative of the ccntrn-
vtiant veloci~ vector Ukand contract the result; a= Ia,jl, the
determinant of the metric tensor Q,. By de~tion the
covariant derivative is
where the terms fin are the Christoffel symbols of the second
kind. The continuity equation is then
or
Dp
@Pe=o
$%Y%=o }
@l)
for, when covariant differentiation becomw ordinary differ-
entiation, th~e expressions reduce to the known equation,
equation (1) (ref. 23, p. 196).
.
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Similarly, the momentum equation is a vector equation
and the energy equation is a scalar equation. All that is
needed to give them general tensor form is to place the
indices properly and to use wmvykmt difbmtiation. They
are obviously
(B2)
DE
P Dt +P@+~@+Pl==O (B3)
which replace equations (6) and (7).
Expansions (13) and (14) remain the same ak long as it is
borne in mind that each rti@J is a covariant tensor wd
qi@Jis a covariant vector. Equations (19) and (20) for the
secnnd+rder approximation remain the same:
bT
l!lf=-h~f
provided !#$ is redeihed aa the covariant tensor
One must use a,j here as it is the fundamental tensor of the
‘j is the fundamental ccmtmvariant tensor, tmdspaae; a
~t is the fundamental mixed tensor.
By continuing this procem the expressions for the third-order Burnett terms become
+’1+ &(-%) ] : [:
1 l+K’w’’T’j-ia*%+&‘TzblfT~+pljTld—~a~ltTl=ai
1K3$[~(ei”ed+ej”ed)-ij e@ed%
The Carteaiansymbol ~u has been replaced
expression
~i~~ (Aij+Aji)~ Ataij
by the covariant
In order to obtain equations (54) to 56), it is neceasmy to
introduce plane polar coordinates T=ZI and @=&. The
metric form is
iW=dP+P @’
so all= dl=l, Ga=#=~~ and all other values of au area
zero while a=~. The only nonvanishing C!hristoffel symbols
are
r~=—r
Denote the physical components of the velocity vector by
+ similarly,s and ~, where IG=U1=U1 and %=ru —
the physical components of the vector gi are g, and g+ and,
of the stress tensor (ref. 23, pp. 145 to 146),
—J-7 =7’%=T++-# 22.
and the equatiori of continuity becomes
-#++ : (W@++*(P%)=o
Q34)
(B6)
Written out, equations (B2) and (B3) become equations
(31) and (32) in covarkmt form, ~=ah D=,
*
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‘“LpFg+ple-2D. @eti) +Dm r@~ =0
pm (B6)
DE
P~+Pe—2@$ UPI.–D”(M’la) +#@ u=[d+@2J”l==0 @17)
‘Uk become, using covariant derivativeThe components of ~
rmd the nonvmishing Christoffel symbols,
Du, %
~=@u’ ‘ljk=~+ur ~+~ ;4’ ’42T
ap
ap The covariantLet Fl=l’,, P,=rF~, D,p=g and D,P==
components of efj are
au, 1
“’==-3 e
while the oontravmiant ones are
Since
it follows that in equation (337) the dissipation tam is
e%kj ~
“(%Y+:(+%+%-:Y+(:%+:Y-i;
Clmsequently, the equations of motion and enerw in two-
dimensional polar coordinates are
(139)
U31O}
For 0= O and ~= Ccmtant these reduce to the well-lmown
equations for an incompressible fluid (refs. 12 and 13). It
still remains to fkd the components of ~m and r~lmand sub-
stitute into these equations. For the former the result is
imndiate:
[(2 1 lau, au+ u+ aT)e6~ - –—+——— —PT2 r2@ arrar+
G%%)%%%’]
.
(B1l)
(B12)
‘@(’)=T+r(a=o
Equations (338), (B9), and B1O) reduce for this symmetrio
case to
~dTdr, and q~=q~(2) in this case, so these are precisely.——
eqwitions (47) ti (49) while equations (B12) and (B1l)
agree with equations (51) and (52). No second-order terms
ocowin equations (50) and (53) since rti(o =0 and gr(a=0.
The Secondarder term for g4~ does not occur because its
derivative with respect to + is zero in the problem considered.
.
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APPENDIX c
REDUCTION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS TO DIMENSIONLESS FORM
Making use of equations (79) to (81), the bound~ c.on- ~,*= T~,*_cl (T,*) ’1’#,* dT* ~+ (#,*)’ Z,*7 (a)
ditions, equationa (71) to (74), ean be written in dimension- (–)T.~~*- dr* ~ ,@o*)’(Tc*)’
low form w follows: where
*[’*+G)l’+$%X4*” “1) ;= R’”~T.=(1-k)7’”M..=,7,6 (&)K%c (~,,
%*=1+6 T * 1~
apC(TW)ln k ~= “
.,*=O-a, ‘~~~*[r*-$~)],=+ $:’)’
k
a @, ) (T=*)zxb*=’ using equation (41).
(C2) The functions X.*, &*, Z.*, and Zb* are obtained fioxn
dT*(–) G+&z *7 equations (75) to (78) by tie of equations (80) and (81) anda (C3) areTa*=l+cl&~ ~* .
(C’)
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Upon using equations (89), (90), (91), and (C5), equationa
{Cl) to (C4) become, respectively,
%% 1+
0.796@(l–k) &*
km(T=*)~~ ()
~ ~Knc+~aKn: - (C7)
0.796@l-k) (T~*)ln o%*
ub*=O— kmT=*p,* ()
~ , Kn.+~bKnZ (C8)
0.796cl(l–k) dT*
Tc”=l+ ~(Tc*)lf,
()=(
T~*=Tu~*—
0.796q(l—k) (T~*)112dT
(3
~ ,Kn,+~tKn~ (010)
mTa*pb*
where
Kn,= qKn..
and
- becauae of equations (C6), (89), (90), (91), and (95).
From equationa (102) and (98)
F’&) =~(f)=~ ‘–2:)a+’Ft[A@)]” (C13)
n-1
F“&) -~ (–2:)*’ l#[A(~)]=’[7LA’&_) –2mA&)l (C14)
n=l
where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to ~.
Equation (93) gives
A~&)=K*—1 (CM)
T
Therefore
F’ (0)=0
}
(C16)
F’(l)=o
()F“ (0)=4m~ ~—l7
}.
(C17)
()
F“(l) =4k%z $–1
and from equations (104) and (100)
~’(r) =d(r)–fl(l)+g(o)
=2mf(~) –g(1) +g(o)
Q“ (r) =2?nj’(r)
whence
a“(o)=u’’(l)=o
(Cll)
“ (012)
(018)
(019)
(C20)
From equation (101), using equations (C16) and (017),
while from equation (103), wing equation (C120),
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dT*()— ‘– (T=”–~b*)–d~ ~
(y l) Pr.aMu:(qa*–@,*)’ [l _p_2m_ ~,(o)l
[l–k’-F(l)]’
dT*()—=–(!f!’a”--–Tb*)–d~ ~
. (02
Putting equations (C21) and (C22) into equations (C7)
to (C1O) yields
w=*
‘1–1”692’’”{;;;:’* k[l–L––kF(l)]~+~~ ~~~~ @23)
(@a*–ub*) (z’,”)’~ k’(1-lc)@b*=()+l.692al
T.*pb* ~_ P_F(l) lGn.+k%JIn~
(C24)
(C25)
It is convenient to expr~ aa*, Wb*, Ta*, l’b*, U=*,Ub*,pb*,
and q in ascending powem of the effective Knudsen number
Knd. Thus write
wa*=ow9*(l +lwa*Kn~+~u=*Kn.’) ‘)
(+,*= o@b*+Wb*=h+2wb*Kn.2 I (C27]T.*= OTa*(l+lTa*Kn,+ ~Ta*Kn,?
Tb*=oTb”(~+,Tb*Kn.+ 2Tb*Kn.?}
U=*=OU.*(l+lua*Kn.+,u~*Kn,? )
?=ov(l +17*=J,+271*Kk’) )
where the subscript O, 1, or 2 written in front of a symbol
denotes the order of the approximation to the boundq
values.
Equations (C23) to (C26) give in successive steps the
zero-order appro.simation:
~=% 1
Owb*=O
oTa*=~
T *–0 b —Tmb* 1
the first-order correction terms:
*_ 1.592~(1–k) “’lW=——
k[l–k’-#(l)]
1.592a,(1—k)k’(Ttib*)112@b*=
[l–k’-@’(l)] @b*
IT=*= _0.796cl(l–k) ~_T b*+
km {
w
(’y-l) PrmM=~ l–k’-2m-O(3’(0)
[1–P–W(1)]’ )
,Tb*= 0.796cl(l–k) ~_T b*+
m@o*(TWb*)112{
w
(7– l)Prx=MW’ l–k’-2k%-oQ’(l)
1[1–P–W(1)]’
(C29)
“ (C30)
where ‘@(l), o(7’(0), and Ot?’(1) are obtained from equations
(102) and (C18) using the zero-order approximation, equation
(C29), to determine q and p“, and the second+rder correction
terms
1.592a,(l–k)
( )““*= –k[l–k’-#(l)] @“*-@b*-; IT’* +~”
*_ 1.592%(1 —k)k’(TUb*)]J2
‘@b – [l–k’-@(l)]opb* @“*-’wb*-’T”*+
)
: ,Tt.*-@b* +k~o
{L )
&&-0”7g&~-k) ~lT.*~lT.*Tvb*—Tub*lTb* +
(’-1)PTM”’M21W.*-2,W,*-
)}
~ ,T=* +3=2
lTb*=
{ 2( 0
().7g6cl(l-k) TUb*lTa*+~ l_3T b* ~Tb*—
mQpb* (Twb*) 1’2
(1–T@b~,pb*+(7–l~rMm’ l;::;m@:;;(l) X—
( ))
~b2 ~w=*—2 ~wb*+:lTb*—ITa* —lpo* +——Tub*
(C31}
(C33)
CFP() (Y– l)PrmM~’o To ‘– [l–P–@’(l)]’ ‘4m9
&tT*
(–)
__ (7– l)pr=~=’
o d{’ ~— [1–w–@’(l)p ‘*9
APPENDIX D
J
DETERMINATION OF APPROXIMATE EXPRESSIONS FOR DISTRIBUTIONS
From equations (90) and (91) I
The kinetic theory of gsaes (ref. 4) gives
(D’)
Experiment shows that for most gsses the value of P lies
between 0.5 and 1, and it varies slightly with temperature.
Substituting equation (D3)~inti equations (Ill), (D2), and
(C34)
(93) yields
q=
J
1T*Bd~ (D4)
o
(DS)
(D6)
It is customsry to assume B constant and for most gases its
value is quite close to unity. While the calculations oan be
carried out for any constant value of P, it is much simpler
to take 9=1 as is done in the text from equation (124) on,
Substituting equation (103) into equation (D6) and taking
/3=1,
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Substituting equation (103) into equation (D4), with
13=1, give9
+ (T.*+Tb*)+(?’-l)PrtMMtm*
[l~;:;;:;]’ [: (1+~–
+#w)] (D8)
Upon neglecting the rarefaction correction to F(l) and 1(1)
and using equations (C27), (C28), and (C29), this yields aa
successive approximation to q
(’r-Q~~kd’La’ : ~l+H l–k’
[
O?)=; (l+~d*)+ [l_/l&@(l)]2 2 –—+J(l)]2m
(D9)
(y l).wkf=’ 1
Ov lq*=~ (1~.*+ I~b?+z(l@a*— lab?
[[l–P–@(l)]’ E ‘l+H –
“+=#+J(l)] @lo)
on27*=; (’Ta*+2z’b*)+[(*LO=*-,U,*)’+
Now A(0)=A(l)=O and, for 0<~<1, ]A(t)l<l. As a first
approximation assume (superscripts denote order of approxi-
mation to solutions of the differential equations regardless
of the boundary conditions)
A(~)= ’A(~)=O (D12)
It follows from equations (98), (100), (102), and (104) that
!fW)=ku’)=’~(f-)=l@ (0=0 (D13)
Substituting these into equations (101), (103), @7), and
(D8) gives
I *_ *_”aco —u= ;--;’ (1–--B) (D14)
.
~lW=l’a*— (T=*–Tb*)~+(7–l)p’~:a#*–”b*)2[l–
(1–k’)r-k’q (D15)
lq=~ (T=*+ Tb*)+(7—l)Pr MW’(U=*_Ub*)~2(1—k’y ( ?
l+ L? J=-
m
(D16)
(D19)
For the second approximation, equation (D6) gives
2A(*)=JX7+
which, upon using equations (D15) and (D16), yields for
B=l
2A&)=Z
{
1 (T=*–Tb*)~(l–~)+
(D20)
where ‘q is given by equation (D16). It is noted that
‘A(0) =2A(1)=0.
Neglecting the second and higher pow-em of A(r), equation
(98) yields
J
‘j&) =4m’ W 2A&) dr
which, upon using equation (D20), gives
~ti)=~{ (T.*–T~*) [~m+ (1–m)~+mf2]+
Ckm23tant (D21)
It follows from equation (lo2) that
{ [
2~&)=~ (T.* —Tb*) z (1 l–m)(l–lc’f)+ (l-m) ~k’f+
mrz~ + (~– l)prMaU’ (%’-%”)’ _m~(l_f)k%–
1 1—P [
(1–W) (H–k’f)
2(1–k)~ 1}
(D22)
and
7
al’(1)=2~ (Ta*—Tb*) ~1+~—~
m (D23)
*F(1)=*
( )
(T=*–Z’,*) 1+; ~+~ ~++ e’+ . . . (D24)
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where c= 1—k’ as before.
Substituting equation (D21) into equation (100) yields
for Pr/cfl=Constmt
J
‘g(r)=h 3f(WU
pr
.—
{ [
km+ (2–m)r+mt’-– (2-’.”-2’,”) Zm
1~
(-y- l) PrMfi’(@=*-@b*)’ l–k’+2k’m+
l—k’ [ 2(1–l?)m
11(1–m)~+mt’-4~1~H +gG+G ~
From equations (D25) and (104)
1
w(r)=+ ((Z’=* -VI {[–w;~ +l+L’ r+
() 1
~–l (1–W)– (2–m)&r-m& +
@25)
(~–l)~r~au’(tda”-tdb”)’
l—k’ [(
–$#+qk{+
(
+++F) (l–l@)-(l-7n)@’f–
l—w
@’~—4(&p) D
@26)
The integrals I(f) deiined in equation (D7) for g and I (1)
m equation (D8) for v can now be found tim equation
(D27)
(D26). They are
Iti)=S: 2G(0dr
=
‘“*iTb*{(-l+*)’+[i(l+~-=l’+
I(U) (1–k’f)-;pl) w+; w“}+
2m2m
(Y–l)PAfti’(@a*–@t,q2
w-~ {[–i&i$+&] t+
%-%’)’’+zwH(’-~-(
()
1—W
;~ ~w~ ~2&+16(l–@m
}
I(l)=J: 2(3(@iJ-
+{(Ta*-T’’[-:(1-@+3+-=l+
[
–l+8k’-P+
(Y–ly’M%.s2(%*-@b7 ~(l_#y
9(l+k’) 3
1}
——
16(1—H)m 4ms
(D28)
I(1)=–*
[
(Ta*–T,~(l+~+ . . .)+
(
(~–l~d!f~’(@=*-@’~’ 0+&8 c+ . . .)1
(D29)
The derivatives (7’(0) and G’(l) needed in the coefficients IT=*, 1T’*, ~Ta*,and ST’* ti bo~daw conditions (C27) are
ah found from equation (D26) as follows:
{
d ‘G (~)=$ (TO*
[
3(~~b ‘ (l–m) l&+2m (l-m) @#+2m’PW]+*a’(r)=~r –T,”) l+k’–
(7–l)Pr~:’&”-ub*)2 l+k’ l–k’ l+k’
[ 1}L’kv
—~~ m~–zm’~ 0-0 ~–— (3)30)
4.
Thus
3(1—Kl + (Y—l)PrMW2 (% *—@b*)’ 4:1+_pm+(1_@’—G ,
{
2Q’ (o)=; (T.*— T~*) ~+~—m— Zm 1 [
&ml
1}
(D31)
W’(o)=+
[ (
– (T=*–Tb*) l+% c+% e’+ . . .
) (
~ (Y–l)~rk&’ (%”-~b”)’ l+; ~+ . . .)] (D32)
24?JI
and
ZG~(~)=~ {(T=*–~,*) ~+2k’+k’m-3(~~fi]+ (y-l) ~r~w’ (%”-%”)2 [~;~E~+&–&]] @33) -
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[ 32+ . . .d (T=*–Z’,*) (1+; c+~w’ (1) =~247 ) (+; (7–l)~~Mmz2 (%”-%”)2 146+ . . .)1 (D34)
Using equation (D22) for ‘~(r) and equation (D20) for aA(r), the integrals JI and Jz in equations (128) become
J, (r) =2F(r)+4m
J
r al’ (t) dr
o .
~ {(Ta*–Tb*) ~(l–@~+~ (3-%) (1–H)+(3–”7@ ~~+~f’~r]+(7–l) pT~~~*–”b*)2 [~ &=—.
%+%3 1}(1–k2f)+7TKwf+(2–m) ~pr (D35)
{ [
5(14’) +
Jl(l)=–$ (T..*-T,*) ;+; k’-%. n- Zm ]
J
J,(r) =4k%’ ‘k-’t ‘A(r) d{
o
{J2(1)=: (2’.”-2’,’) ~ ( 7l+k’-~ + (Y– l)PrMUJ(a.*–u,~’ [K=3+H%J (039)
[
T *–Tb*) 1–; E–; 2–$0 e’+ . . .J2(Q=& .( .
( ) (
+(Y–l)~rMm~(@a*–@b*)’ ; l% E+ . . .)1 (D40)
From equation (127), when use is made of equations (029),
$-m) =d(r) +OJ2(0–2~-~W3
and so
&7(l) =J,(l) +J’(1) –2~(1)
pw)
.
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